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Low energy
Frontier
precision 

measurements
operates at neV scale

 study of 1st particle family
 good sensitivity for energy, 

momentum and  spin 
polarization measurements)

High energy 
Frontier

 HE accelerators
operate at TeV scale

study of 2nd and 3rd 
particle families)  





 BSM physics can generate additional 
contributions to the vector and axial-
vector couplings of SM, with coupling 
strengths coupling constants εL and εR

as well as chirality-flipping currents 
(scalar, pseudo-scalar and tensor) with 
coupling εS, εP, εT

 the dimensionless couplings are
related to the new physics scale via 

with υ = 174 GeV, vacuum expectation value.

 experiments reaching sensitivity εi < 10-3 

can explore  λ = 5 -10 TeV range
=> not fully explored at the energy frontier, 
where many models for new physics provide
observable effects

V. Cirigliano et al. arXiv:1907.02164v2 (2019)

M. Gonzales-Alonso, Prog. in Part. and Nucl. Phys. Vol. 104, (2019) 165-223.
R. Gupta et al. , Phys. Rev. D 98, 034503 (2018).

V. Cirigliano - talk on ACFI Workshop, Amherst (2018).



Semi-leptonic decay process

 In the Standard Model (SM) only two parameters survive 
(at tree level):

two decay amplitudes (vector and axial-vector) need 
two measurements to specify SM values

 Vud, λ can be extracted from:

 Neutron lifetime measurements:

 Differential decay rates: angular distribution of decay products (correlation coefficients)

e.g.  neutron spin and electron-momentum angular correlation: parameter A



Observables in neutron beta decay can be expressed generally as a function of possible coupling
constants (assuming only Lorentz-Invariance). Depending on the initial state and measured quantities
for beta decay products it is possible to define various differential rates and split them into terms
depending on momenta and spins of particles ( )

 Electron spin related coefficients reveal sensitivity to SM and BSM physics

 Polarization of decay electrons can be analyze with required accurancy and 
statistical efficiency

 Expression for correlation coefficients a,b,…,W are function of λ = gA/gV

SM

BSM



Measuring electron-momentum, proton-momentum and transverse electron polarization, 
the differential decay distribution can be expressed as

 Overdetermination is advantageous in suppressing systematic errors

neutrino-electron correlation Fierz interference term beta asymmetry neutrino asymmetry includes bυ= 0

 Experimental correlation coefficients related to pe, pυ and σ are deduced form rate asymmetries: 

e             e υ             υ

 All correlation coefficients can be expressed as linear combinations of real and imaginary parts of 
exotic (scalar and tensor) couplings: 



Cancellation effects are insignificant for transverse electron polarization 
related correlation coefficients

coefficient

K. Bodek – talk on Fundamental Symmetries Research with Beta Decay Workshop, Seattle (2019)



ANNI is a cold neutron beam facility for particle physics, it will make full use of the ESS pulse structure.
Scientific programme: 
1) Neutron Beta Decay
The proposed instrument is optimized for measurements of correlation coefficients in neutron beta decay. It will improve 
the measurement by one order of magnitude, unlocking the accuracy range of 10-4 and providing broad band probes 
for physics beyond the standard model.

The achievable accuracy tests new physics on a mass scale of 1-100 TeV, this mass scale is far beyond the threshold for 
direct production at existing or planned particle colliders.

2) ...
3) …

https://europeanspallationsource.se/science-using-neutrons/particle-physics
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CN sources
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* included data up to 2018

arXiv: 1907.02164v2 (2019)

 Review on the interrelations between decay coefficients can

be found e.g. in D. Dubbers and M. G. Schmidt, Rev. Mod. 

Phys. 83 (2011) 1111-1171.

 Sensitivity analysis of new experiments can be also find in 

S. Baessler talk presented on NORDITA Workshop „Particle

Physics with Neutrons at the ESS” (2018).
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Sensitivity maps for the N, R, H, L, S, U and V coefficient as a function of the polar electron angle θe or the relative 
electron-proton angle and the azimuthal spin projection angle φs (arbitrary units). Irregularities in contours are 
due to limited statistics in simulations. The kinematical acceptance is defined by 





For reconstruction of decay kinematics 

 electron 4-momentum,

 proton 4-momentum 

and 

 electron transverse 

polarization

will be measured

Longitudinal neutron polarization;
axial guiding field B = 0.1 - 0.5 mT

One sector (1/6) of BRAND ultimate setup

Mott scattering foil

MWDC, 
( hexagonal cells, operated at 
mixture: He + quencher)

Grounded vacuum window

„Proton” detector

p-e conversion foil, -25kV
LiF (20 nm) + Al (10nm) +
6F6F (100nm)

Grounded wires

Plastic 
scintillators

He

CN
beam

Experimental methods:

 neutron beam in vacuum

 axial symmetry

 electron tracking in low Z and low pressure MWDC

 measure decay electrons and e-p coincidences

 p-e conversion followed by e detection in scintillator (ToF, position)

 decay vertex reconstruction

 electron spin analysis by Mott scattering (vertex reconstruction)

He + Isobutane,

K. Bodek, et al. Acta Phys. Pol. B 47 (2016) 349. 
K. Bodek, et al. EPJWeb of Conf. 04001 (2019).



 Decay electrons from 
free neutron decay

 Mott scattering for 
electron spin analysis

 adopted the MWDC 
technique of the
miniBETA spectrometer**publications

miniBETA-bis

* Acta Phys. Pol. A, 23, 2647 (2018);
arXiv:1810.02785 (2018);



MWDC based on miniBETA spectrometer

 80 hexagonal cells 

(10 signal planes with 8 wires each);

 Filled with He + quencher mixture with low pressure;

 Expected Mott vertex position uncertainty Δr= 2 mm,Δz= 2 cm,
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Simulated light collection versus 
radial distance Mott electrons

- detected by the inner scintillator
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Electron kinetic energy (keV)

but FoM: 200 keV

 Maximum gain and response uniformity across the scintillator surface

 Apply position dependent calibration

 Reduced gamma background

 Reached energy resolution σ = 28 keV for Ee = 482 keV (207Bi) 

[miniBETA]

 Feasible electron energy threshold for direct electrons: 150 keV

nTRV



Proton detection principle

 The secondary 
electron conversion 
technique

 Acceleration in 
electric field (~25 kV)

 Energy information 
from hit position 
and TOF in plastic 
scintillator

After optimalization of the 
wire thickness and distance 
between wires: 
(geometrical) efficiency for 
proton detection ~ 63%

Electric potential (V)

accelerated
secondary e-
shower

primary e- from 
decay beta 
just passes through

p

E -E

V = -20 to -30 keV

~10 nm LiF
- conversion layer

~100 nm 6F6F foil 
- substrate

electron
detector

Proton trajectories

S. Hoedl, et al., Journal of App. Phys. 99, 084904 (2006)



„Proton” detector

Proton (electron) detector (R&D):

 25 mm thick plastic scintillator

 MPPC light readout

 current preamplifiers with cooling system

 hit position resolution reached ~5 mm

proton

protection grid 
– 24.9 kV 

p-e foil
-25 kV

GND

detector

e-

GND

Light readout principle of proton detector

cooling system



BRAND is one of the experiments proposed for the ANNI beamline –
the pulsed cold neutron beam facility dedicated for particle physics at

the European Spallation Source (ESS) which is currently being constructed
in Lund, Sweden



 BRAND project offers systematic exploration of the transverse electron

polarization correlation coefficients R, N, H, L, S, U, V in neutron beta decay

(the last five were never measured before)

 Combined impact of R, N, H, L, S, U, V on new physics is comparable

(or better) to Fierz term b and reveals completely different systematics

 „HE approach” (tracking, vertex reconstruction) allows to measure in low

magnetic field which is necessary for transverse electron polarization

 Simultaneous measurement of standard coefficients a, A, B and D will

provide consistency check and comparison of systematic effects specific to

high- and low- magnetic field techniques



 Fundamental neutron physics gives strong input to Particle Physics

 Neutron observables allow to test directly SM and search for TeV scale physics BSM

 HE accelerators can find BSM particles on-shell, while β-decay experiments can 

confirm it in observables (off-shell corrections)

 BRAND project, devoted to measure 7 electron spin related coefficients 

(5 of them were not measured before), is taking off at ILL

 In future, BRAND could efficiently exploit the pulsed structure of ANNI beamline 

at the ESS



Two PhD open positions at JU
for BRAND!

BRAND Collaboration




